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INT. OFFICE - DAY

An average white-collar office space. Rows of cubicles, 
identical but for the heads jutting out of the top. 

A PEON approaches one of the cubicles and leans in.

PEON
Sir bula rahe hai.

ARNAB is seated facing an old desktop monitor. He doesn't 
turn back, but the sound of his typing stops (His face is 
hidden). The entire office quietens down and people starting 
craning their necks towards his cubicle.

ARNAB
Accha.

The office goes back to its natural state.

INT. OFFICE - BOSS' ROOM

A middle-aged office executive, hair neatly combed, mustache 
trimmed, spectacles plastered to his eyes. He holds up a 
piece of paper.

BOSS
Arnab... What is this? How many more 
chances do I give you? 

(voice escalating)
This company is collapsing... and 
you're failing us. Over and over and 
over.

He flings the paper on Arnab's face. 

We finally see his face - thin, spent, looking down 
sheepishly. 

MATCH CUT TO:

EXT. VEGETABLE MARKET - DAY

Arnab is lost in thought, his face still pointed downwards. 

VENDOR
Ha, apnar total 120 taka hoyeche.

ARNAB
Dada, ajke toh taka nei, porshu din 
diye di?
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VENDOR
Na hobe na. Aager du diner jedin taka 
deben, shedin pherot asben. Akhon 
jan.

Arnab opens his mouth, but quickly gives in. He walks away 
without the vegetables.

EXT. ROADSIDE - DAY

Arnab makes his way past a rather deserted road. Only a few 
people adorn the sides. He takes a few steps to cross the 
road when -

CRASH! A white, upmarket car bangs into him, sending him 
flying. The car screeches to a halt. Arnab is sprawled across 
the road, blood flowing down his arm and shoulder. 

A small crowd forms around him and a few people help him up. 
The DRIVER of the car steps out and rushes towards him. 
Arnab, still dizzy from the impact, is able to barely make 
out a figure sitting in the passenger seat of the white car.

The driver walks up to the figure. The windows roll down.

DRIVER
Sir, unar baje bhabe legeche.

The figure is revealed to be NACHIKET, a smartly dressed man 
in his mid-30's. Dark shades hide all expression in his eyes. 

NACHIKET
(calm)

Onake bhetore niye asho.

The driver helps Arnab into the car.

INT. CAR - DAY

Arnab, fully conscious, sits beside the man in shades. They 
share an ugly silence. 

He turns his head outwards and his eyes start watering. Arnab 
has reached his breaking point. The man in shades notices his 
sniffling and turns towards him. 

Caught off-guard, he hesitates. He takes off his shades.

NACHIKET
Apni thikachen toh?
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He can only manage a nod. 

NACHIKET (cont'd)
Dada, ki holo?

ARNAB
Kichu na Dada. Ekei Barir Khorcha 
taropor ekhon eitzaro khorcha.

NACHIKET
Apni ki koren, Dada?

ARNAB
Dada, ek sopta aage kaajta hariye 
phelechi.

The man hands him a card that reads NACHIKET DUTTA.

NACHIKET
Apna ke ami hospital e niye jacchi ar 
apni ki amar sathe kaaj korben?

Arnab looks at him.

INT. SET - DAY

Arnab walks into the set, all sorts of things propped about. 
His hand is bandaged and dressed properly. Confused, he is 
pushed aside by two people carrying lights.

ARNAB
(to multiple people)

Nachiket Dada ke dekhechen?

He is ignored by everyone. 

Arnab seats himself in a corner, trying not to interfere with 
anyone. An assistant walks up to him. 

ASSISTANT
Arnab Babu? 

He turns his full attention to the assistant.

ASSISTANT (cont'd)
Aajke Nachiket Sir toh asheni, kintu 
Sir apnar bepare bole gechen.

Arnab gets up immediately. The assistant calls over another 
man. 
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ASSISTANT (cont'd)
Toh eta Mohesh Da apni onar sathe 
ajke theke kaaj korben.

Arnab nods without hesitation.

MONTAGE

-Arnab carrying lights, placing, adjusting them. Every now 
and then he struggles.

-Switching on appliances and maintaining the set.

END OF MONTAGE

Arnab fixes a light alongside another LIGHT BOY, much younger 
than himself. 

ARNAB
Ekdin aamio bhebechilam film star 
hobo kintu ar hoye uthlona.

LIGHT BOY
Erokom sopno sobai dekhe kintu sobar 
sopno shotti hoye othena.

A man announces directions loudly and aggressively on a 
speaker.

ANNOUNCES
Where's the extra? Find someone 
quickly and start the shoot. We're 
getting late.

A large man wearing a hat stands facing Arnab in the 
distance. This is the DIRECTOR.

DIRECTOR
Joy! This guy is perfect. The one 
fixing the light. Give him the action 
list and his costume. We'll start in 
15.

JOY sprints over to where Arnab is standing and motions to 
him.

JOY
Dada, ei scene er jonne actor nei toh 
Director apnake choose koreche acting 
er jonne.

Arnab is still processing, but he starts walking with Joy.
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Joy hands him a page with "Give page to Ramesh Sir" scribbled 
awkwardly in a corner. 

ARNAB
Eta ki?

JOY
Apnar role Dada. 

Arnab looks at him, then back at the page. 

INT. GREEN ROOM - DAY

Arnab's eyes are glues onto that one sentence. He makes his 
way in front of the mirror and his gaze turns to himself. His 
hands unbutton his shirt very slowly.

INT. BLACK SPACE 

A younger Arnab. Sadder, baby-faced, stands in the same 
position. A voice interrupts his reverie.

UNKNOWN VOICE
Arnab.

ARNAB
(hesitant)

Gogon Dada? Tumi?

An older man with a rugged face stands in front of him. He is 
GOGON. A single spotlight illuminates them from the top.

GOGON
Ki bepar tumi rehearsal chere ki 
korcho?

ARNAB
Rehearsal? E toh etoboro natoker 
choto ekta part. Acha dada ami ki 
kokhono boro kaaj pabona ?

GOGON
Ekta kotha mone rekho arnab. Joto 
choto bati dewa hok na kano, jene 
rekho tate tomar kono opoman nei, 
shei hisabe tomar kritito hobe tokhon 
e jodi tumi shei chotto part theke, 
rosh ta ke nigre ber kore ta ke tumi 
sarthok kore tulte paro. 

(MORE)
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Dialogue er ek ekti kotha gacher ek 
ekti fol er moto jeta sobai payna, 
jara pay tara tar khosa charate jane 
na. Ei kaaj ta tomar, ekta obhinetar. 
tomake jene nite hobe gaach theke fol 
ta pere tar chal chariye, tar theke 
rosh ta ber kore nigre kibhabe 
dorshok er kache debe. Arnab eta tumi 
parbe khali, Ei kaaj ti tomar.

A pregnant pause. 

INT. SET - DAY

Joy approaches the Director cautiously.

JOY
Sir. Everything is set.

No reply. The director gets up and starts walking towards the 
main set - An office room with a table in the middle. A man 
is seated on a large chair on one side of it. 

DIRECTOR
Where is the extra!

ARNAB
Sir.

Arnab appears on his side.

DIRECTOR
Okay, let's start.

Joy takes Arnab's arm and leads him to the starting position.

JOY
Standby!

Arnab nervously re-positions himself. 

JOY (cont'd)
Roll camera. Roll sound. Clap.

Silence.

DIRECTOR
Action!

Arnab walks into frame, and proceeds towards the ACTOR in the 
chair. He takes his last step and slowly hands him the paper. 

GOGON (CONT'D)
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The actor scans the paper.

ACTOR
Oke dako ekhane!

Another pause.

DIRECTORS
Cut! That was good. Good work.

Arnab presents a proud smile. Immediately, the light boys 
start shifting items, creating a ruckus on set. Joy 
approaches Arnab.

JOY
Ektu daran ekhane. Ami apanar payment 
ta niye aschi.

Arnab once again stands alone on set. He stands, calm and 
watches the mad rush in front of him. Joy hands Arnab an 
envelope and walks away.

ARNAB
Dhonnobaad.

Arnab walks towards the exit, but slows down as he nears it. 
He looks at the envelope, and then at the set. 

He puts the envelope down on a stool, and pursing his dried 
lips, calmly strides out.

THE END
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